
    
 1 year Comprehensive courses 

 
  

Prospectus 



Empower with Knowledge 
You can have the career you always dreamt of and develop your love of design and gardening into the 
most rewarding experience. To be a landscape designer, being able to design gardens for others, work 
outside with living materials and orchestrate worlds for others to live in, is truly one of the most satisfying 
and fulfilling careers or interests there is. If this passion is what drives you, our Comprehensive Courses 
is will be your most valuable asset. At Irene School of Garden Design we do not want you to miss out on 
any opportunity to be who you were meant to be. If you have always yearned to design, work with nature 
and people, love drawing decorating or putting things together, and inspire to a career that allows freedom, 
creativity, more time and purpose, then you are in safe hands now. Irene School of Garden Design offers 
full-time courses for those who can study during the day and who are embarking on a career or investing 
in their hobby. Irene School of Garden Design also offer part-time courses specifically for those who 
want to pursue garden design as a new career, paying hobby or serious enthusiast, but need to do so after 
hours. It is the career you will never retire from and our comprehensive courses will help you get there. 

 

Educate with Passion 
 

Theory Subjects: 
 

Design course 
10 weeks  

Site & Design processes  
4 weeks  

Drawing & drafting  
7 weeks  

Planting & soils  
6 weeks  

Construction primer  
6 weeks  

Computer aided design  

6 days  
 

Practical : 
 

Design for practice   

5 projects  

Show garden building  

2 show gardens 
 

R28 749.00  full time 

R26 749.00 Part time 
Different payment options available 

 

 

The leading landscape designers in South Africa and International Universities and companies recommend us because 
we adopt a personal relationship with each student and present our courses in an enjoyable, friendly, and dynamic 
manner that suits everyone, regardless of your language preference, age or level of experience. We offer the only 1 
year landscape design course that develops design skill trough creative conceptual thinking. Irene School of Garden 
Design is independent, which allows us to be current, quality driven and personal, and are not bound by typical 
constraints of tertiary education such as points, credits or disruptions in learning. Irene School of Garden Design was 
also the first to include and develop spatial and architectural philosophy and theory into courses. Courses are presented 
to smaller groups of students; this ensures students get the attention they deserve. Course material is presented by the 
most unsurpassed industry individuals together with Lee Burger, holding BSc Larch (UP), BL Hons (UP) and ML Prof 
(UP) degrees in Landscape Architecture and active S.A.C.L.A.P. member. We are also one of only a few institutions to 
continue adopting a bilingual approach to education. We offer students ample opportunity to steer their careers with 
practical work as well as theoretical knowledge, continually assessing student progress to uphold the highest quality 
of education available, and ultimately want to offer value for life. Ample tests, exams and design assessments, 
moderated by professionals, assure that we only put our best in the market place, and also give you an indication of 
how you are doing and what is expected from a well-rounded prospective landscaper. 

 



1 year, Full time & Part time courses…   
Our 1 year comprehensive courses are sorted into six theoretical subjects, and various practical components. Students can address each core competency as a course for leisure or purpose. Each 
subject is offered as a complete series with unique assignments relating to each subject. Once all subjects are completed students can achieve a credential of achievement or excellence. Full time 
students can start in February, and will have class on Tuesdays and Wednesday mornings, or can start in July and will have classes on Mondays and Wednesday mornings during private school 
terms. Part time students start in February each year and will have classes on Tuesday evenings and selected Thursday evenings, during private school terms. Whether it’s for pleasure or to become 
a designer of outdoor spaces, you now have courses that comfortably fits into your busy schedule and becomes a credential in garden design.   

 

 
 

For the serious designer 

 

 
 

The one year comprehensive course: 
 
 

Core subjects needed to become a Garden Designer. How your course is made up. 
 

 
 

Expand with assignments  

There are relevant and exciting assignments for each course and your work will be reviewed.  
 

 
 

Practice with presentation projects 
Presentation projects is a variety of real life projects that students design and present 

 

Stacked into the  
 

 
 

Comprehensive Garden Design 
credential 
 

Design course    5X Design for practice projects 
Process course    2X Show garden builds 
Drawing and drafting course 
Planting and soils course 
Construction primer course 
CAD 1, 2 & 3 

 

Build 2 show gardens 
Full time students build showgardens during the week, and Part time students on weekends 
 

 
 

  
 

Design course 

 

 
 

 

Process course 
Drawing and 

Drafting course 
Planting and  

SoiLs course 
Construction 

primer 
Cad courses 



Design Course  
This study category address a variety of interesting and essential 
topics or courses that will aid and develop designers from a variety 
of backgrounds. Design is a crucial part of life. Almost everything we 
experience or have contact with has some form of design relating to 
it. The courses in this category have been carefully compiled to teach 
students the fundamentals that cannot be self-taught. It includes 
content exclusive to Irene School of Garden Design. With the new 
stackable courses, students can enjoy a theme or topic for leisure as 
a course on its own or opt for stacking each theme into a global 
credential. The Design Course is offered with a credential of 
attendance for those who complete the course for leisure. Students 
may choose to submit the given assignments for assessment to 
obtain a credential of achievement/excellence or if they prefer, to 
stack the course into the global credential.    
 

Applicable to:  
Interior Design, Garden Design, Architecture, Spatial 
Planners, Homeowners & people interested in Design 
 

Duration:  
10 lessons presented on mornings for Full time courses & 
evenings for Part time courses. 
 

Approximate time of 
assignments:  
3 times that of the classes 
 

Difficulty:  
Intermediate to Advanced  
 

Code:  
(DCC) 

 

(10 week subject) 

Spatial design:  
Form space order and circulation 
Architectural Spatial Design is essential to the design of any kind of space, even virtual spaces. The 
form space order and circulation principles are the tools that the designer needs in order to lay out or 
set out good, working spaces. Contrary to spatial decoration or design principles generally taught, it 
is particularly difficult to obtain this skill through only books and theory. This core component of design 
is the pivoting point in most designers’ creative careers and gives designers an advantage in the 
understanding of architecture and space. Unique to Irene School of Garden Design, the course looks 
at the various philosophies and how to implement them.    
 

Spatial History:  
An understanding of history will inspire designers to explore styles as inspiration. It broadens the frame 
of reference designers have at their disposal, and is an insightful way of learning about the milieu we 
live in today. The history courses draw interesting parallels between various categories of design.  

History 1:  
From Antiquity to the Renaissance 

History 2:  
The Renaissance, Baroque and English/Asian garden movement 

History 3:  
20th Century to present day 
 

Lighting:  
Outdoor lighting & construction 
Outdoor Lighting is an exciting theme that explores the layering and design of artificial lighting 
schemes focussed on gardens, but which is also very much applicable to Interior Design. The course 
explores different luminaires and light sources as well as material on how to design with natural light. 
The course will introduce students to the construction requirements of installing lighting outdoors. 
Various lighting design schemes are critiqued using the principles taught. This course theme will not 
only optimise a lighting environment’s mood, but also assist in conserving energy, improving quality 
and getting the most out of such an investment.  
 

Water features:  
Water feature design & construction 
Water features are most likely the biggest consideration for most gardeners. It is important to be 
informed about the various aspects relating to water features in order to make sound design and 
maintenance decisions. This course discusses the important considerations of water features as well 
as swimming pools. We take a closer look at the reticulation systems and discharges available and 
introduce students to the construction considerations of water elements. This course theme is 
particularly supportive to students and homeowners considering an outdoor water feature or 
swimming pool.  

 

Concept formulation:  
Exploring ideas and inspirations 
Concept formulation is probably one of the most crucial parts in any design. Often completely 
misunderstood and described as the idea, the concept and its formulation is explored in depth with 
this study theme. This course is philosophical in nature and appeals to a variety of design related 
careers. Concept formulation is an essential phase of a complete design process, without which the 
quality of a design outcome is questionable. Insightful and applicable to a diverse myriad of careers 
this course theme cements the essence of a project, enriches the process, and appropriately 
adjudicates a design outcome.    

 
 
  



Site & Design  

With any design project the methodology is what guides the designer to a 
high quality end result. Technique is everything. Doing the project 
preparation the right way and in the correct order, sets the tone for problem 
free design and installation processes. With the new stackable courses, 
students can enjoy a theme or topic for leisure as a course on its own or opt 
for stacking each theme into a global credential. The Process Course is 
offered with a credential of attendance for those who complete the course 
for leisure. Students may choose to submit the given assignments for 

assessment to obtain a credential of achievement/excellence or if they 
prefer, to stack the course into the global credential.  

 

Applicable to:  
Interior design, Garden Design, Architecture, Spatial Planners, 
Homeowners, Quantity surveying, Developers, Home builders 
and Estate agents 
 

Duration:  
4 lessons presented on mornings for Full time courses & evenings 
for Part time courses. 
 

Approximate time of assignments:  
Twice that of the classes 
 

Difficulty: 
Easy 
 

Code:  
PRC 

 

(4 week subject) 
Process course: 

 
  

Analysing properties and 
homes: 
 
Essential analytical skills for spatial understanding 
 
Insight into what sets up a guideline for design of properties is crucial if 

mistakes are to be avoided. This study theme theoretically and practically looks 
at how to accurately analyse homes and gardens to set up a guideline 
according to which the rest of the project should test or run. This is a 
particularly helpful course component for new and prospective homeowners. 
Implementing the knowledge from this course theme could assist in better 
time management of projects, result in less waste, potentially save money and 
avoid unfitting and hasty decision making during the implementation and 
design phases of a project.    

 
 

Design process and client 
interview:  
 
Determining the needs and process of a garden design  
 
This course theme sets the tone for working systematically and categorises the 
various phases of a project into process. An in depth look at client interviews 
and project cycles aid students in working efficiently and purpose driven. After 
a solid foundation of the needs assessment and design processes, the 
installation chronology will assist students in planning the implementation of 
a design. 

 



Drawing&Drafting  
 
Designers communicate visually. Drawing drafting and presentation 
skills are extremely important in order to achieve success. These are also 
central to a variety of other professions, and would make a great 
accompaniment to most occupations. This course is also a creative 
enhancement for younger adults still in school or early tertiary studies. 
With the new stackable courses, students can enjoy a theme or topic 
for leisure as a course on its own or opt for stacking each theme into a 
global credential. The Drawing and Drafting Course is offered with a 

credential of attendance for those who complete the course for leisure. 
Students may choose to submit the given assignments for assessment 
to obtain a credential of achievement/excellence or if they prefer, to 
stack the course into the global credential. This category does require 
some stationary that students can obtain if they opt to stack their 
courses or continue practicing as a hobby.  
 

Applicable to:  
Interior design, Garden Design, Architecture, Spatial 
Planners, Artists, Homeowners and people interested in the 
representation arts 
 

Duration:  
7 lessons presented on mornings for Full time courses & 
evenings for Part time courses. 
 

Approximate time of assignments: 
4 times that of the classes 
 

Difficulty:  
Intermediate 
 

Stationary estimate: 
Excl. stationary of approx R3500.00 
 

Code:  
DDC 
 

(7 week subject) course: 
 
  

Plans and rendering: 
Understanding and drawing of plans 
This course explores the drawing methods, and layout of with reference to landscape 
or garden plans. A practical in-class example builds confidence and easy to use step 
by step notes and examples will build the base from which students can develop their 
skills. 
 

Drafting: 
Architectural drafting 
This course offers an introduction to technical drawing skills and the use of drawing 
instruments. We introduce students to scale and the various line qualities and 
denotations. The course shows some of the basic skills in setting up, hints and tips for 
working fast and efficiently and hosts a small practical in-class examples.   

 

Elevations and rendering: 
Drawing and rendering elevations 
This course explores the exciting design and drawing skills associated with elevations. 
The course starts with easy examples of the principles in elevation drawing, then 
progresses to more elaborate rendering and shading examples and insightful in-class 
exercises.  

 

3D drawing: 
Freehand perspective and axonometric drawing 
This course reconnoitres the three dimensional drawing realm. The course explains 
the principles of axonometric drawing, one point perspective and 2 point perspective 
sketching in a brief introduction of each followed by an in-class example. The course 
is an enjoyable take on a difficult model of drawing and will enhance even the artist’s 
skills.  

 

Presentation Course: 
Professional use of PowerPoint and layout 
This course takes an insightful look at graphic design and presentation. This would be 
a particularly helpful accompaniment to not only designers, but also to start-up 
businesses, entrepreneurs and young adults. The skills of presentation can be used in 
almost any career path. This course includes introduction to PowerPoint as a tool for 
presenting as well as compiling layouts and poster boards. Examples are made in class 
to show students how easy it is to be inspired by the latest graphic design trends. 
Students need to be somewhat computer literate for this course and need their own 

laptop to experiment on for the last quarter of the class. 



Planting course  

Planting is an exciting layered category of courses that set out to please 
the enthusiast, the designer and the horticulturist. Preparing the soil for 
planting is the first and most important step of garden success. The 
planting category will take students through the very crucial first steps 
all the way to designing with plants and determining the correct 
quantities. With a detailed planting scheme and planting plan 
gardening is easy, fun and affordable. With the new stackable courses, 
students can enjoy a theme or topic for leisure as a course on its own 
or opt for stacking each theme into a global credential. The Planting 
Course is offered with a credential of attendance for those who 
complete the course for leisure. Students may choose to submit the 
given assignments for assessment to obtain a credential of 
achievement/excellence or if they prefer, to stack the course into the 
global credential. 
 

Applicable to:  
Garden Design, Architecture, Spatial Planners, Draftsmen, 
Horticulture, Installers, Plant hobbyists and enthusiasts, 
Environmentalists and Homeowners 
 

Duration:  
6 lessons presented on mornings for Full time courses & 
evenings for Part time courses. 
 
 

Approximate time of assignments: 
3 times that of the classes 
 

Difficulty: 
Easy to Intermediate 
 

Aditional books Price:  
The plant book starter pack (R1100.00 plant book starter pack) 
 

Code:  
PLC 
 

(6 week subject) 
 
  

Planting Plans and quantities: 
Determining plant spacing and drawing a planting plan 
 
Planting plans and quantities are crucial for a successful installation. It helps minimise 
losses and cost, enhances longevity of plants, and helps avoid unnecessary trips to 
the nursery. Most people visit their nearest garden centre and buy plants without 
planning or knowing what they are purchasing. This course will make the whole 
process of ordering and planning with plants more accurate, efficient and hassle 
free.  

 

Planting Design: 
Using design principles to decorate plant beds 
 
The planting design course explores the role that plants play in the landscape along 
with the décor principles of planting design. This course will contribute to a garden 
plant search criteria that will make choosing the correct plant for a particular theme, 
style and climate easy. This course is often enjoyed by the enthusiast due to the 
greater understanding of a planting scheme that not only looks good, but also 
contributes to the environment.  

 

Site prep, soils, and planting 
methods: 
The basis for a healthy garden 
 
This course discusses the soil improvements, the soil preparation, planting methods 
and the philosophies behind organic soil care. It is a necessary course for both the 
designer as well as the leisure gardener. The preparation is equally as important to 
a successful garden as what the design and installation is. Failing to prepare is 
preparing to fail. Soils and improvements is the garden’s most valuable asset yet it’s 
the most neglected aspect.  

 
Introduction to Botany: 
Understanding what books tell us 
 
This section provides a brief introduction to the terminology of botany as well as the 
different roles plants play in the landscape. It helps the gardener understand not 
only how plants fit into a landscape but also how plants work and what they can 
do in the landscape. The terminology is also discussed with the parameters for 
selecting and identifying plants. 

 



The Construction category consists of various, easy to understand 
courses that theoretically help students understand the implementation 
of a garden and the related fields such as irrigation and the 
environment. The course covers difficult concepts in an easy and 
simplified manner. The quality of the final result depends heavily on the 
construction of a garden and the skills presented in this course can be 
further refined with the addition of practical show garden building. 
With the new stackable courses, students can enjoy a theme or topic 

for leisure as a course on its own or opt for stacking each theme into a 
global credential. The Construction Primer Course is offered with a 
credential of attendance for those who complete the course for leisure. 
Students may choose to submit the given assignments for assessment 
to obtain a credential of achievement/excellence or if they prefer, to 
stack the course into the global credential. 

 
Applicable to:  
Garden Design, Architecture, Spatial Planners, Draftsmen, 
Horticulture, Installers, Plant hobbyists and enthusiasts, 
Environmentalists and Homeowners 
 

Duration:  
6 lessons presented on mornings for Full time courses & 
evenings for Part time courses. 
 

Approximate time of assignments: 
Twice that of the classes 
 

Difficulty:  
Easy to Intermediate 
 

Price:  
R 5749  
 

Code:  
CPC 
 

Construction primer course: (6 week subject) 
 
  

Site measuring & dumpy level:  
Running-, off set-, and triangulated measuring and slope  
This course module teaches students the 3 basic methods of site measuring.  Measure twice, 
work once. It is necessary to measure with accuracy and efficiency to create the required base 
drawings to design on. The site measuring theme assists students in accurately measuring sites 
and height differences to convert information onto paper. The site measuring theme also 
introduces scale and documenting measurements from a site onto plan. Practical exercises teach 
students to determine height differences and slope by means of a dumpy/builders level. Upon 
completion, students should be able to easily and accurately measure, convert measurements 
to plan, and set up a dumpy level.   
 

Introduction to irrigation: 
This theme of the Construction primer covers different systems, the planning and the 
components of an irrigation system. The introduction to irrigation covers measures to improve 
maintenance and the correct installation of various irrigation systems.  
 

Sustainability: 
Sustainability is a crucial component of construction and maintenance. This theme deals with 
the terminology and application of environmentally sound construction methods, as well as how 
to determine site health. 
 

Key Questions to successful 
Construction problem solving: 
We found that to be successful in construction, it is of paramount importance to be inquisitive. 
This theme covers questions a designer should ask, and discuss some solutions regarding 
pathways, water features, ponds, decking and brickwork amongst others. 
 

Construction Drawing: 
Drawing sections and details are the keystones to understanding construction. It is essential to 
communicate not only the detail of construction but also the process of construction by means 
of drawings. This theme covers the conventions associated with annotation and construction 
drawing. 
 

Introduction to materials: 
This theme is an insightful self-study theme of the processes and different materials used in 
construction. The theme covers concrete, wood, glass metals and plastics. 
 

Costing and Specification: 
The crux of any project revolves around quantifying a project correctly. This section deals with 
the documentation and industry norms of costing in an example based class. The course looks 
at how the professional landscape architecture reals costs and documents a project for tender. 

Accuracy and costing is the most crucial skill for installers and designers.  

 



(2 days for each course) 

Introduction to 
CAD: 
 

Applicable to:  
Garden Design, Architecture, Spatial 
Planners, Homeowners, Quantity 
surveying, Installers, Drafts persons, 
Engineering and Developers  
 

Duration:  
2 Days 
 

Approximate time of 
assignments:  
4 times that of the classes 
 

Price:  
Included 
 

Code:  
CAD 1 
 

Intermediate CAD: 
 
 

Applicable to:  
Those who have completed CAD 1, Garden 
Design, Architecture, Spatial Planners, 
Homeowners, Quantity surveying, Installers, 
Engineering and Developers  
 

Duration:  
2 Days 
 

Approximate time of 
assignments:  
4 times that of the classes 
 

Price:  
R 749 
 

Code:  
CAD 2 
 

 
  

Computer aided design courses: 
The computer aided design course is a crucial part of the draftsperson and the designer’s repertoire. To attend the computer aided design course students must 
be computer literate. The course consist of 3 smaller component courses that allows students enough time to practice their skills between courses. CAD is an 
extraordinary means to draw two dimensional plans and the most efficient multi-platform program used by designers. Though most designers will be proficient 
after CAD 1 and CAD 2 along with frequent exercise, the addition of drawing a garden plan under the supervision of the lecturer in CAD 3 is highly 
recommended. With the new stackable courses, students can enjoy a theme or topic for leisure as a course on its own or opt for stacking each theme into a 
global credential. The Construction Primer Course is offered with a credential of attendance for those who complete the course for leisure. Students may choose 
to submit the given assignments for assessment to obtain a credential of achievement/excellence or if they prefer, to stack the course into the global credential. 

 

See registration form for starting dates 

Advanced CAD  
Example drawing: 
 

Applicable to:  
Those who have completed CAD1, or 
have CAD experience, Garden Design, 
Architecture, Spatial Planners, 
Homeowners, Quantity surveying, 
Installers, Engineering and Developers  
 

Duration:  
2 Days 
 

Repetition:  
Twice annually 
 

Price:  
R 749 
 

Code:  
CAD 3 
 

CAD1     Cad2      CAD3 



 
  

These courses are designed to assist students in implementing their acquired knowledge. They are essential in developing the skills a well-rounded designer 
needs. The practical courses consist of two components, practical work in terms of design projects, and practical work concerned with the use of plants and 
materials. The Design projects vary in difficulty based on the skill learnt. Because this integration of knowledge and practical application is so important to us, we 
offer one on one consultations for each project. Students furthermore are eligible to build show gardens hosted by Plantland nurseries. Students who wish to 
stack their courses need to complete all the design for practice projects and build at least two show gardens.  

  

Building a show garden: 
 

All students of the Irene School of Garden Design are eligible to build show gardens hosted by Plantland Nurseries. The show gardens involve approximately 3 days of concentrated 
work. Student get to see how their ideas look in real life, get to learn about plants and plant combinations, and enjoy how rewarding gardening can be. There are currently three 
locations where the show gardens are hosted and all the gardens are featured in the Virére online magazine. This component is also a great team building exercise. Most of the 
plant material is supplied, but students need to bring their own garden implements. Student who opt to stack courses for a global credential need to complete at least two show 
gardens.  
  
Applicable to:  
Garden Design, Architecture, Spatial Planners, Homeowners, Quantity surveying, Installers, Homeowners and Team Building excursions. 

Duration:  
2-3 Full Days 

Repetition:  
Monthly 

Price: 
2 showgarden builds included, thereafter R 379 p.p. per showgarden build 
 

Designing for practice:  
There are five projects that students can complete and they cover the scope of work that student are allowed to do ranging from small residential projects, to large gardens and 
light commercial refurbishments. Each project will address a number of important theoretical components. The minimum requirement is for students to complete the Drawing 
and Drafting Course and the Design Course.  These projects can be done simultaneously with the rest of the courses. Each Project will consist of a briefing about the project, 
arranged private consultation sessions and the assessment of the final product. The projects range in difficulty and each project address different course content. The lecturer will 
present you with the project that is right for your level of competency at each phase of your design studies. Students who opt to stack courses for a global credential need to 
complete all the design for practice projects.  

 

Applicable to:  
Students who have completed the Design and Drawing courses can work on hypothetical designs and present them for feedback. 

Duration:  
Briefing at the beginning of the project, two to three appointment critique sessions, and one final presentation of 30 – 45 minutes 

Approximate time of project:  
(combined time) one full week 

Repetition:  
Wednesday mornings for Full time students. Selected Thursdays evenings for Part time students 

Price:  
All projects are included except: R 579.00 Final examination fee for external examination staff. 

Appointments on:  
Wednesday mornings from 9:30 till 12:30 (See PCC on calendar) & Thursday evenings when available (See PCC on calendar)   

 

Practical courses: 



Payment options: 
How do I pay for courses 
 

Comprehensive courses are one of the most cost effective ways to study or invest in as an enthusiast.  Our aim is to provide exceeding personal and 
career related value at an affordable price. Irene School of Garden Design accommodates smaller groups to ensure the quality we are renowned for, 
and to give students personal attention. Booking is essential to ensure you have a reservation on our industry leading course.  
Our courses can be paid for in 3 different ways: 
         

Option 1: Full upfront payment  
 R5000 deposit & R23749.00 (Full time) / R21749 (Part time) when the course starts 

Option 2: Easy three 
Three payments of R9750 (Full time) / R9075 (Part time) 

Option 3: Monthly 
2 months deposit, remainder to be paid monthly, over 8 months + R100 monthly admin fee  
 

What you need to know… 
 

All course notes are provided digitally: online to download or on your portable drive. Computer design programs are provided as training tools only and 
students must use their own electronic equipment such as laptops or computers. We do our absolute best to keep additional costs to a minimum. 
Arrangements has been made for student discount on stationary, and printing. Plantland and Irene School of Garden Design co-op provide most of the 
plants and materials needed for the show garden exhibitions. Full time courses starts in February and July, and Part time courses in February. To submit 
an assignment for review is free if assignments are handed in within 3 months after completion of a particular subject. Thereafter an additional fee of 
R249 will be applicable to review assignments. If a student miss a class due to unforeseen circumstances, up to 3 classes can be attended in the next 
available course or time slot.  A 75% Class attendance is needed to successfully obtain a credential in garden design.  
 

 

 
 
  

Full time &  
Part time 
Comprehensive courses  

 

 

Invest in yourself and in your interests 
 
 

Designing gardens for life… 
 
 
 
 

Open the Door to a whole new you! 

 


